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Taking 
invesTable 
ProducTs
to Market

MicrosysteMs and nanotechnology 
(Mnt) is a growing industry in 
alberta and is valued in the 
billions of dollars worldwide. 
government recognizes the potential and has 
committed millions of dollars in support for 
organizations such as acaMP.   

acaMP is a not-for-profit organization that 
provides specialized business services and 
superior engineering support on a platform of 
industry technologies such as energy, agriculture/
forestry, environment, information technology and 
communication, and medical/health.

These services enable acaMP to bridge the gap 
between prototype and production for small 
start-up companies and established firms that 
have investable products. acaMP provides help 
to companies in developing those products into 
profitable business opportunities.   

clients have access to world-class equipment, 
facilities, and expertise as well as a network 
of organizations that support and develop 
nanotechnology devices and advanced materials 
and manufacturing.

“Through ACAMP’s support D-TEX has been able 
to drive design decisions resulting in faster 
product development. Timely access to specialized 
equipment and professional assistance is allowing 
us to deliver a more robust device for bacterial 
detection in food and water.”

John Murphy 
President & ceo 
d-TeX inc.

“ACAMP has provided us with business support 
as well as technical inputs for the design and 
development of key components of our portable 
spectrometry system. They have also provided us 
with critical insights into customer requirements 
and set up and run the pilot production of the key 
system components.”
sean e KraKiwsKy 
President & ceo 
nanalysis corp.

edMonTon office

1919 - 94th street nW, 
edmonton, alberta  T6n 1e6  

phone: 780.468.2443

calgary office

bay 3, 1480 - 28 street ne, 
calgary, alberta  T2a 7W6  

phone: 403.291.8946
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acaMP’s services encompass 
three key areas identified as 
critical for the commercialization 
of Micro and nano Technology 
(MnT) products.

product developMent

acaMP has a team of senior engineers that 
specialize in manufacturing and product 
development with the experience to advance 
prototypes to commercial product production. 
acaMP supports companies for the final stage of 
product development where prototypes are taken 
to market. acaMP’s product development team 
support may include:

· design for manufacturability
· Product review and advice
· Product and package design and assembly
· fabrication support 
· reliability testing and characterization

pacKaging and asseMbly 

acaMP has assembled class 1000 cleanrooms in 
edmonton and calgary for new product assembly, 
packaging and testing. engineers within the 
cleanroom can process and assemble a variety 
of packaging technologies; each package 
technology enables microscopic components 
to interface with real world applications. The 
cleanroom contains state-of-the-art equipment 
required for handling microsystems and nano 
technology products. The facility enables 
prototype and low volume production for delivery 
to real world customer applications.  

business developMent

acaMP’s industry specialists ensure clients 
understand the value-chain and where business 
opportunities lie; they also provide support and 
advice on:

· implementing business plans
· Market strategy, market segmentation, product 

marketing, channel development, tactical 
marketing 

· customer business presentation and investor 
business case requirements 

· contract and intellectual property review
· linkages, where possible, to customers 

worldwide.


